where n is any integer greater than p. We note that z P (zn-lf(z))(n+p-1) Dn+p-lf(z) (1.5) (n + p-1)! The symbol D n+p-1 when p was introduced by Rtmcheweyh [8] , and the syrnbol D n+p-1 was introduced by God and Sohi [5] . This symbol was named the Ruscheweyh derivative of (n + p -1) th order by Chert and Owa [4] .
It follows from (1.5) that z(Dn+p-lf(z)) (n+ p)Dn+Pf(z) nDn+p-lf(z) (cf. [4] and [5] ). (1.6) Recently, Chen and Lan ([ 1] , [2] ), Chen, Lee and Owa [3] , Chert and Owa [4] and Snvastava, Owa and Pashkouleva [9] LEMMA (Miller 
